How to Draw Anime for Beginners: The Only Anime Drawing Book
Youll Ever Need

Find Out Easy to Follow Drawing
Instructions on How to Draw Anime
Especially Created for Anime Lovers and
Novice Artists! Anime (or Japanese
Animation) is a popular genre in drawing
where the subjects have strong emotive
characteristics. This style of animation is
distinctly known for its exaggerated
display of features such as huge dramatic
eyes and odd hair colors. It has taken the
United States by storm by its fantastic
portrayal of highly captivating fictional
stories (usually, these anime characters
possess supernatural power). Anime
production is not only beautiful to watch, it
is also entertaining, and sometimes
provides educational value to viewers.
Drawing anime characters is focused on
keeping a realistic setting which is
necessary to keep up with the usually
lifelike stories that accompanies the
illustrated anime.
Drawing anime
characters, such as the cast of Bleach,
Dragon Ball Z, Gundam Wing, One Piece,
Neon Genesis Evangelion, Death Note and
Naruto among many others is a joy to learn
especially for anime enthusiasts. It is
fascinating to learn how to draw anime as it
means being able to create artwork that can
either be displayed or given as gifts, or just
remain an expression of art and love for
anime. Knowing how to draw anime and
manga is a neat skill that requires patience
and attention to detail. Learning how to
draw anime for beginners is made easy
with an anime drawing book. It is a nifty
guide that will teach you on how to draw
anime characters. Basically, a how to draw
anime book, can be used to awaken your
interest in art. If you are fond of watching
Astroboy and Pokemon as a kid, you are
probably familiar with the strokes used in
drawing anime. Anime is not only popular
among children; it is becoming more and
more for adults too! In fact, there are adult
communities that are addicted with
watching Naruto and avidly collect novelty
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items related from this famous anime
show. This book outline the specific
drawing instructions on how to draw the
facial features of an anime character such
as the enlarged eyes, tiny nose, and
expressive mouth. These features make the
perfect anime drawing particularly when
you get to learn how to create different
facial expressions to depict the story that
you want your drawing to portray. In this
book, you will learn the following: What Is
Anime?Drawing the FaceDrawing the
Mouth & NoseDrawing the EyesCreating
Different Facial ExpressionsDrawing the
HairBonus Chapter - Additional Tips! You
can join in on the fun and show your
creative side by drawing anime characters.
You can later on share your finished work
with your buddies and gloat about your
new talent.
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